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Abstract.
For dynamically integrating professional knowledge of curators, a multidatabase

system architecture for an art museum, Artizon Cloud is proposed. A location based
data provision is defined in the architecture for visitors. A system and applications
are implemented and provided in an actual museum, and heterogeneous archives
that were independently implemented as databases with Web UIs are dynamically
extracted, integrated, and staged in visitors’ devices.
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1. Introduction

By combining art works and advanced knowledge of curators, art museums provide intel-
lectual and emotional experiences to all visitors. Many kinds of devices have been tested
to provide the knowledge to users, but a framework to dynamically stage intellectual
properties of curators to visitors is not proposed.

In the past years, museums started to develop many kinds of digital archives for
photographs, evidential documents, or exhibitions. Therefore, intellectual properties of
artists and curators are now becoming digital archives especially photographs of art
works[1,2,3]. Moreover, researches beyond archiving photographs have been proposed
to store and share knowledge such as knowledge co-creation on social networking
paradigm to maintain a cultural portal[4], archive for museum layouts with visitor behav-
ior analysis[5] and archives for traditional culture and directing new experiences using
digital technologies[6].

A multidatabase system[7,8,9] that dynamically integrates the digital archives
built by curators to provide services is desired especially for museums which do not
employ engineers. By dynamically integrating the archives that represent knowledge
of curators and/or art work themselves, the knowledge could automatically provide
newer intellectual or entertaining services. For integrating legacy databases, manag-
ing heterogeneity is crucial to establish multidatabase systems[10], and a metadatabase
approach[11,12,13,14] is observed to fit with museums since following reasons: 1) meta-
data domain to share among archives is definable, 2) semantic computing is required for
many kinds of art data.
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Figure 1. A System Architecture of Artizon Cloud

In this paper, a multidatabase system architecture, Artizon Cloud, for a museum is
proposed. For an art collection, Curators edit data in archives that are managed in a local
network, Artizon Cloud dynamically integrates the archives and provide appropriate data
to either museum visitors or WWW users.

2. A Multidatbase System Architecture

By defining three distinct areas to provide information, Artizon Cloud is designed as Fig.
1 such as Private Network, Museum Network, and Internet.

Curators register and manage art collection data in web-based data archives in a
local network with private IP addresses. This Private Network is accessible only by staff
members, and the archives are privately maintained. Each archive uses distinct DBMS,
and schemas are independently designed and implemented. Data in these archives are
converted to Private Data Center, and Private Data Center integrates various data types.

Private Data Center sends a data set that includes information for museum visitors
and WWW users through Private Data Converter to Museum Data Center as Fig. 2.
Therefore museum visitors can access a lot of art information more than WWW users,
such as high-resolution graphic, restricted audio or video data, as well as all information
available on WWW. It means a museum with Artizon Cloud can provide massive amount
of knowledge automatically converted from curators’ daily work to the museum visitors.

Museum Data Center sends a set of data for WWW users through Museum Data
Converter to Public Data Center, and Public Data Center is a back end to implement
WWW applications as well as smartphone applications. Once more, the daily works
of the curators are converted to Public Data Center, so Artizon Cloud reduces tasks to
publish various data to WWW and it also provides infrastructure to develop new museum
applications.
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Figure 2. A Data Flow in Artizon Cloud

Many kinds of applications are assumed of Artizon Cloud as shown in Fig. 3. Mu-
seum Data Center can provide applications on devices of a group of visitors and appli-
cations on museum devices. Furthermore, this architecture could provide capability to
quickly develop a museum application in an actual museum, so the art museum could
become an experimental space for open data innovation[15,16].

3. A Staging Environment

As a reconstruction of Bridgestone Museum of Art that was established in 1952, Arti-
zon Museum[17] started in January 2020 in Kyobashi, Tokyo. The scope of the museum
extends from antique art works, modern Japanese Western-style paintings, the Impres-
sionists, 20th century art, to contemporary art, and approximately 3,000 art works are
managed in a collection. Three floors, approximately 2,100 m2 in total, are available as
galleries, and Wi-Fi is provided to all floors for visitors in a local network with private
IP addresses.

4. An Implementation of Artizon Cloud

Artizon Cloud was actually implemented for Artizon Museum, and started to provide
services since January 2020. At this point, five archives are connected to Artizon Cloud
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Figure 3. Service Examples of Artizon Cloud

as shown in Fig. 4, and these archives are independently implemented by different or-
ganizations. However, only exception is that metadata extracted from Artize are shared
with other systems.

4.1. Archives

Following archives are independently implemented, and all these archives are WebDB
systems.

4.1.1. Artize

Artize is a collection management system, and a commercial software developed by
Nissha Co., Ltd. customized for Artizon Museum. Curators of the museum register data
of art works in the collection, and manage a set of relative data, such as names of artists,
names of art works, histories of art works, repair records, exhibition logs, photographs,
references, etc. Data in Artize include most of detailed information for all art works of
the collection, and the data are daily maintained by the curators. The most recent data
could be discovered from Artize, and a set of metadata is automatically extracted from
Artize as follows: data of 1) art works, 2) artists, and 3) exhibitions. Therefore, Artize is
the most significant archive for Artizon Cloud, because it provides these 3 metadata to
Private Data Center as well as to other archives.

4.1.2. iDash

iDash is an evidential document archive developed by Governance Design Laboratory,
Inc., and it manages evidential documents of art works or artists, repair histories of art
works, and publications of the museum.
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Figure 4. An Implementation of Artizon Cloud

4.1.3. ArMA

ArMA is a media data archive of art works, artists, and exhibitions to manage graphic, au-
dio, or video data, and ArMA was implemented by aery Co. ArMA was initially planned
to manage high-resolution photographs as evidences to repair art works, and expanded
its role to manage media data such as movies of each exhibition, and audio files for an
audio guide in the museum, etc.

4.1.4. ArTeX

ArTeX was implemented by Newphoria Corporation to manage texts written by the cu-
rators. The curators of Artizon Museum used to write various text documents using MS
Word, and stored data in each PC. To realize unified storage of texts, ArTeX receives MS
Word files and extracts texts into DBMS. Any language could be stored using UTF-8,
but English, Japanese, Chinese and Korean languages are recently stored.

4.1.5. ArEvA

ArEvA was implemented by Dai Nippon Printing Co., Ltd. to store event data such as
exhibitions, lectures, or symposiums. It was designed to store a history of the museum
including posters of each exhibition.

4.2. Private Data Center

The sets of data from these archives are automatically extracted and converted to Private
Data Center, that we call MetaDB. MetaDB currently has functions as follows:

• A function to extract, convert, and store metadata for the art works, the artists,
and the exhibitions in an ORDB and a file system from Artize
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• A function to provide the metadata to the archives via Web API
• Functions to edit the metadata such as to set an appropriate zone, private, mu-

seum, or public, to each datum via Web UI
• Functions to store the data of each archive in the ORDB and the file system
• Functions to edit the data of the archives such as private, museum, or public via

Web UI
• Functions to edit copyrights of the graphics such as the art works, or the posters

via Web UI
• A function to convert and transfer the metadata to Museum Data Center
• Functions to convert and transfer the data of the archives to Museum Data Center

4.3. Museum Data Center

The set of data from MetaDB is automatically received and converted to Museum Data
Center, that we call DMZDB. DMZDB currently has functions as follows:

• A function to store metadata for the art works, the artists, and the exhibitions in
an ORDB and a file system

• Functions to store the data of the archives in the ORDB and the file system
• Functions to provide a data set of the art works via Web API in the museum
• Functions to provide a data set of the artists via Web API in the museum
• Functions to provide a data set of the exhibitions via Web API in the museum
• Functions to provide a data set of the publications via Web API in the museum
• A function to convert and transfer a data set of the art works to Public Data Center
• A function to convert and transfer a data set of the artists to Public Data Center
• A function to convert and transfer a data set of the exhibitions to Public Data

Center

4.4. Public Data Center

Public Data Center is implemented in EC2 and S3 of Amazon Web Services,AWS, and
it currently has functions as follows:

• Functions to provide a data set of the artists via Web API
• Functions to provide a data set of the exhibitions via Web API
• Functions to provide a data set of the publications via Web API

5. An Application of Artizon Cloud

As a first application of Artizon Cloud, Artizon Museum App. was released in late
2019[18], and sample screens of the application are presented in Fig. 5.

When a visitor arrives at the museum, their devices are recommended to connect
to the Wi-Fi in the museum. Then, these devices are capable to access all information
provided from DMZDB such as audio guide data of an actor(Fig. 6). In galleries, beacon
devices are embedded to specific art works that have audio files to guide, and these
devices detect a location of an user to switch a screen of the application.

Since the grand opening of Artizon Museum in January 2020, 108,770 people have
arrived at Artizon Museum, 9,311 downloads were observed for the iOS application,
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Figure 5. Sample Screens of Artizon Museum App.
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Figure 6. Zone Transitions of Artizon Museum App.

and 4,983 downloads were observed for the Android Application until end of 2020. The
numbers of visitors using the application are still small, though many and very positive
feedback were observed on various SNSs.

Since Artizon Cloud and the application, Artizon Museum stopped lending devices
to visitors, and is encouraging people to bring their own devices and earphones to the
museum. Artizon Museum has a strong will to produce intellectual and emotional expe-
riences by providing massive amount of data.
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6. Conclusion

A multidatabase system architecture for an art museum is proposed. Artizon Cloud dy-
namically integrates independent archives of the art collection, and provide data accord-
ing to user’s location such as in an office, an museum, and elsewhere. The system is
implemented and the services are provided to the visitors of the actual museum, Artizon
Museum, and iOS and Android applications are currently available.

By applying the implemented system, advanced knowledge of the curators as well
as art works themselves are dynamically extracted, integrated and staged to the actual
smartphone applications of visitors, the visitors can access audio guides, videos and col-
lection data by plugging in their earphones.

As future works, we are discussing to design methodology of dynamic curation in
a cyberspace, an entertainment application for children, and we are also planning to
encourage other art museums to join our challenge.
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